**NOTE:** WHEN MEASURING TUBE SIZE, IT IS RECOMMENDED TO USE A DIGITAL CALIPER TO HELP DISTINGUISH BETWEEN METRIC AND INCH SIZES. EX: 3.149" = 80MM.
REAR ARM DETAILS (2 STAGE) (INNER ARM FULLY EXTENDED)

CONTINUOUS FLAT LENGTH OF OUTER ARM TOP PLATE

FLAT LENGTH OF OUTER ARM TOP PLATE

FLAT LENGTH OF INNER ARM TOP PLATE

CONTINUOUS FLAT LENGTH OF INNER ARM

**HEIGHT OF INNER ARM TUBE

WIDTH OF OUTER ARM STRAP

OUTER ARM TUBE WALL THICKNESS

END VIEW OF FRONT ARM

**HEIGHT OF OUTER ARM TUBE

DIST. FROM BOTTOM OF OUTER ARM TO FINISHED FLOOR (LIFT FULLY LOWERED)

THICKNESS OF INNER ARM TOP PLATE

THICKNESS OF OUTER ARM TOP PLATE

FINISHED FLOOR

ARM PIN CTR TO END OF OUTER ARM TUBE

**NOTE: WHEN MEASURING TUBE SIZE, IT IS RECOMMENDED TO USE A DIGITAL CALIPER TO HELP DISTINGUISH BETWEEN METRIC AND INCH SIZES. EX: 3.149" = 80MM

IF OUTER ARM TUBE END IS CUT AT AN ANGLE

LENGTH OF ANGLED CUT

LENGTH OF OUTER ARM STRAP

HEIGHT OF OUTER ARM STRAP

TURF TRAY (2 STAGE)
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